In 1968 General Electric started research and development on lawn and garden tractors and introduced the Elec-Trak in 1970. In production for only four years, a little over 33,000 units were built during that time. Long before the green revolution, these tractors used no gasoline, just six very large, deep-cycle golf cart batteries. There are four batteries under the back seat and two under the hood. A 36-volt system, the tractors were creamy-yellow in color and were manufactured in Schenectady, New York in a rented warehouse near the GE plant.

George Beckett of Lyle, Tennessee started collecting GE Elec-Trak tractors about three years ago. George tells the story: “When I was in high school I saw the Elec-Trak in Popular Science Magazine and thought ‘now there’s something brand new... and these things might even sell!’ I was always interested in alternative energy and in the 90s I started thinking more seriously about it. I started researching different things and discovered the tractors had turned into a cult following for some of the off-the-grid people because they’re eco-freaks, which my wife Sarie and I have turned into.”

“There is no pollution when using the Elec-Trak; you can recharge them with solar panels, they require no gasoline and they are easy to drive. Additionally, they are much quieter than the gas powered mowers. It was with that realization that I thought; ‘I need to get one of these.’” George and Sarie are also in the process of building a solar powered home. Last summer they built a barn on the property, which is where all their tractors are stored, safe and sound. They also built a workshop with a small 1000-watt array of solar panels on the roof where George recharges all his tractors. “We have a couple of hundred acres but our building site is almost a mile from the nearest electric pole,” said George. “It’s a lot of fun, it’s an adventure and it’ll be really nice when it is done.”

Like most collectors, George dabbles on the tractors when he can, usually on the weekend and evenings. With help from a good friend of his who is a former GE engineer, he restored the first one.
"He took me from the front of the tractor all the way back," explained George, "and he taught me all about capacitors and resistors, the whole guts of the tractor and how to maintain it."

Here is how an electric tractor works. There is a built-in charger with a timer, which are both located under the hood of the tractor. The owner plugs the unit into a 120V outlet, sets the timer and the next morning it's ready to go. Charge time depends on how low the batteries are. It also has a built-in "PTO" on it, which is an outlet you can plug electric powered attachments into. For example, the mower decks had two to three separate electric motors for the blades and you would plug the deck into the PTO outlet and it would run off the tractor batteries.

On a standard power charge you could cut about three acres of grass. There was also an optional auxiliary power pack that you could add. This power pack was a metal box that you could add to the back of the tractor that held three additional 12-volt batteries providing 55-60% more run time. With that extra power pack, it could cut almost five acres of grass. Not bad for an electric tractor.

George has one of every Elec-Trak model ever manufactured, except for the E16. He even has a little push mower GE made called an E1. GE began their tractor manufacturing with the model ER8-36. It was a riding mower that looked a lot like a go-cart, using very small wheels on the front and back. It was a single function machine and it ran on three 12-volt batteries with a mower deck under it. Basically all it did was cut grass. It would mow about an acre of land, and had a nice, tight turning radius, which was really good for smaller city lots.

Although fairly new to the hobby, George already owns an impressive collection of GE Elec-Trak machines. "The E20 is my most favorite piece in the collection. It's been fully restored and it was the top of the line of the Elec-Trak models. It is a very powerful tractor and built rock solid. I use it all of the time with a front-end loader." It's no easy life for these Elec-Traks! He uses the E12S to cut the grass; the I5 has the forklift attachment and is used around the barn for heavy jobs.

"I've been a workaholic my whole life. I work hard and travel a lot. This is the first time in my life that I have taken time to spend on a hobby and my wife thinks that it's pretty great. She has already asked for her own electric tractor which she is planning to paint pink! I got her a New Idea version of GE's Elec-Trak and she will have it in time to use on the farm this spring."
"The farthest I traveled to get a tractor is Albany, New York. These tractors are so unique and different that I have no desire to collect other brands. They were futuristic in 1971 and they are still futuristic in 2011, forty years later. A lot of them have ended up in landfills, but surprisingly there are a lot still around and most people who do collect them have at least 3 or 4. They just seem to jump in your truck!" Most of the tractors he has found have been in the northeast: Pennsylvania, New York, Ohio – that’s really Elec-Trak country.

George has launched a new website about his collection and it includes a lot of reference materials on the tractors and their unique accessories. Visit www.myelectrak.com to learn more about these unique tractors. Sarie was a custom wedding gown designer for many years and is now home schooling the last of their four daughters. She also sells organic baby items on her own website www.terabambino.com.

In upcoming issues we will take a look at each of the individual models of the GE Elec-Trak that George has in his collection as well as some of the unique attachments created for these machines.
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**Coming Soon!**

A new children’s farm book. This is a MUST for tractor collectors young and old alike.

**Big Red & Old Red**

Written by Jane Aumand and Cindy Ladage
Illustrated by famed tractor artist Charles Freitag

Enjoy reading about the new tractor that comes to the farm. See just how Dad’s Big Red tractor fits in with Grandpa’s trusty Old Red tractor.

Will the new and old work together? Wait and see!
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Read more about this highly anticipated book in the next issue of Vintage Tractor Digest.

For questions, please write Greg & Jane at Roots & Wings, 203 Bar St, Maine, E. Roots